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Abstract

Diabetes mellitus is a leading cause of disability and death world-wide. However, many governments and public health planners remain largely unaware of the current prevalence of diabetes and prediabetes, the potential for a future rise in prevalence and the serious complications associated with this disease. Knowledge of the prevalence of diabetes and prediabetes related to risk factors could raise awareness of the disease and lead to new policy management. There is a now abundant evidence that type 2 diabetes, which counts for greater than 90% of diabetes world-wide, is preventable. Therefore, Primary Health Care (PHC) is taken into account to be a good strategy to boost accessibility and usage of services, address the social determinants of health inequities and improve health outcomes through the implementation of comprehensive interventions through sectoral and intersectoral collaboration, direction of people, community participation and social mobilization. This study was to the contribution extent of primary health care in preventing diabetes prevalence. Therefore, this article proposes a study that will rely on the descriptive and analytical approach, also will be viewing on the literature and previous studies related to the subject of study. Questionnaires will be conducted among Health workers (Doctors, Nurses and Pharmacists) in Saudi Arabia to collect data on the causes of diabetes prevalence, and the factors that lead to diabetes prevalence, goal setting; focus on Investigating the contribution of primary health care in preventing diabetes prevalence and examine whether the relationship between primary health care and the spread of diabetes.

Introduction:

Diabetes mellitus is a leading cause of disability and death world-wide. However, many governments and public health planners remain largely unaware of the current prevalence of diabetes and prediabetes, the potential for a future rise in prevalence and the serious complications associated with this disease. Knowledge of the prevalence of diabetes and prediabetes related to risk factors could raise awareness of the disease and lead to new policy management. There is a now abundant evidence that type 2 diabetes, which counts for greater than 90% of diabetes world-wide, is preventable. Therefore, Primary Health Care (PHC) is taken into account to be a good strategy to boost accessibility and usage of services, address the social determinants of health inequities and improve health outcomes through the implementation of comprehensive interventions through sectoral and intersectoral collaboration, direction of people, community participation and social mobilization. This study was to the contribution extent of primary health care in preventing diabetes prevalence. Therefore, this article proposes a study that will rely on the descriptive and analytical approach, also will be viewing on the literature and previous studies related to the subject of study. Questionnaires will be conducted among Health workers (Doctors, Nurses and Pharmacists) in Saudi Arabia to collect data on the causes of diabetes prevalence, and the factors that lead to diabetes prevalence, goal setting; focus on Investigating the contribution of primary health care in preventing diabetes prevalence and examine whether the relationship between primary health care and the spread of diabetes.

Methods:

This study depends on the descriptive and analytical approach, also will be viewing on the literature and previous studies related to the subject of study. For examining the contribution of primary health care in preventing diabetes prevalence.

For this purpose the researcher will distribute questionnaires for preliminary information for analysis. The study will be conducted among Health workers (Doctors, Nurses and Pharmacists) in Al Alaha hospitals Saudi Arabia.
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Questionnaires will be delivered to Doctors, Nurses and Pharmacists working in the health sector to collect data on the causes of diabetes injury, and the factors that lead to diabetes prevalence. Statistical methods will be used by the statistical program for Social Sciences (SPSS) to handle the data obtained.

**Results:**

Diabetes is a chronic condition related to multiple late complications, reduced life, and a marked limitation within the quality of life. The malady, its complications and late-onset consequences cause a dramatic burden for health systems.

Primary Health Care (PHC) is taken into account to be a good strategy to boost accessibility and usage of services, address the social determinants of health inequities and improve health outcomes through the implementation of comprehensive interventions through sectoral and intersectoral collaboration, direction of people, community participation and social mobilisation.

This study was to the contribution extent of primary health care in preventing diabetes prevalence.

**Discussion:**

Stellfson et al (2013) created a study that looked at the Chronic Care Model and Diabetes Management in US Primary Care Settings: A Systematic Review. The Chronic Care Model (CCM) uses a systematic approach to restructuring medical care to create partnerships between health systems and communities. The objective of this study was to describe how researchers have applied CCM in US primary care settings to provide care for people who have diabetes and to describe outcomes of CCM implementation. To achieve the goal of the study, the researchers conducted a literature review by using the Cochrane database of systematic reviews, CINAHL, and Health Source: Nursing/Academic Edition and the following search terms: “chronic care model” (and) “diabetes,” also included articles published between January 1999 and October 2011. We summarized details on CCM application and health outcomes for 16 studies. The 16 studies included various study designs, including 9 randomized controlled trials, and settings, including academic-affiliated primary care practices and private practices. Results of the study showed that CCM approaches have been effective in managing diabetes in US primary care settings. Organizational leaders in health care systems initiated system-level reorganizations that improved the coordination of diabetes care. Disease registries and electronic medical records were used to establish patient-centered goals, monitor patient progress, and identify lapses in care. Primary care physicians (PCPs) were trained to deliver evidence-based care, and PCP office–based diabetes self-management education improved patient outcomes. Only 7 studies described strategies for addressing community resources and policies. The researchers recommended that future research about integration of CCM into primary care settings for diabetes management should measure diabetes process indicators, such as self-efficacy for disease management and clinical decision making.

Additionally, Green et al (2012) also created a study about “Primary prevention of type 2 diabetes: integrative public health and primary care opportunities, challenges and strategies”. Type 2 diabetes poses a large and growing burden on the public’s health. This burden, combined with the growing evidence for primary prevention from randomized controlled trials of structured lifestyle programs leads to recommendations to include caloric reduction, increased physical activity and specific assistance to patients in problemsolving to achieve modest weight loss as well as pharmacotherapy. These recommendations demand exploration of new ways to implement such primary prevention strategies through more integrated community organization, medical practice and policy. The US experience with control of tobacco use and high blood pressure offers valuable lessons for policy, such as taxation on products, and for practice in a variety of settings, such as coordination of referrals for lifestyle supports. We acknowledge also some notable exceptions to their generalizability. This paper presents possible actions proposed by an expert panel, summarized in Table 1 as recommendations for immediate action, strategic action and research. The collaboration of primary care and public health systems will be required to make many of these recommendations a reality. This paper also provides information on the progress made in recent years by the Division of Diabetes Translation at the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to implement or facilitate such integration of primary care and public health for primary prevention.

Furthermore, Harris (2008), titled “The role of primary health care in preventing the onset of chronic disease, with a particular focus on the lifestyle risk factors of obesity, tobacco and alcohol”, the potential impact of primary health care in assessing and managing smoking, hazardous drinking, poor diet and physical inactivity has been
demonstrated among patients who are at higher risk. Effective interventions based around the 5As approach include the assessment of risk and readiness to change, brief motivational interventions and referral of suitable patients for more intensive interventions. Health checks have been demonstrated to improve the frequency of preventive care and support for behavior change. However their impact on health outcomes is uncertain. Expansion of the current complexity of different Medicare items is undesirable. Health checks should focus on specific evidence based preventive actions and involves the use standardized resources such as Life scripts and integrated health risk assessment tools. Other performance based incentives may be useful in targeting the needs of specific groups and encouraging primary health care to provide more outreach and culturally appropriate preventive care for disadvantaged groups. General practice referral of patients needing more intensive lifestyle interventions is infrequent due to a number of factors including cost and availability of providers and services and the integration between these services and primary health care. A major role of primary health care organisations is to coordinate and broker a network of referral services to support behavior change based on standards and quality assurance. Other key roles of primary care include the support of practices to monitor and improve their performance in providing preventive care. Structural reform of primary health care may provide opportunities for more integrated approaches to management of the lifestyle risk factors across private and public and national and state funded services.

Conclusion:-
Diabetes: is a serious, chronic disease that occurs either when the pancreas does not produce enough insulin (a hormone that regulates blood glucose), or when the body cannot effectively use the insulin it produces.
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